Amendment / Clarifications

(Sub: Amendment / Clarifications in RFP No. F.1[I-83]/JMRC/DCA/IT/2019/23 Dtd: 03.12.2019 for RFP for Mobile Postpaid Connection (CUG) and Data Card to JMRC.

With reference to above subject, following Clarifications/amendments in the respective clauses of above RFP are hereby issued:

1. In Clause 1. (v) & Clause- 3.5 (b), "E tender processing fee : Rs 1180 (inclusive of taxes)" is replaced by:
   "E tender processing fee : Rs 1000 (inclusive of taxes)".

2. In Clause 3.9 (c), "...The Bank Guarantee for performance security deposit should remain valid up to a period of 24 months from the date of issue of PBG." is replaced by:
   "...The Bank Guarantee for performance security deposit should remain valid up to a period of 18 months from the date of issue of PBG."

3. In Clause 4.2 (a) & Annexure- V (1):
   - "Free Calling: Free Unlimited calling on all networks (Local, STD and Landline)" is replaced by:
     "Free Calling: Free Unlimited calling on all networks (Local, STD and Landline) including National Roaming".
   - "Free SMS per month: 100 SMS per day on all network" is replaced by:
     "Free SMS per month: 3000 SMS per month on all network"
   - "Data: At least 3 GB per day" is replaced by:
     "Data: At least 90 GB per month"

4. In Clause 4.2 (b) & Annexure- V (2):
   - "Free Calling: Free Unlimited calling on all networks (Local, STD and Landline)" is replaced by:
     "Free Calling: Free Unlimited calling on all networks (Local, STD and Landline) including National Roaming".
   - "Free SMS per month: 100 SMS per day on all network" is replaced by:
“Free SMS per month: 3000 SMS per month on all network”

- “Data: At least 2 GB per day” is replaced by-
  “Data: At least 60 GB per month.”

5. In Clause 4.2 (c) & Annexure- V (3), “Data: At least 5 GB per day” is replaced by-
   “Data: At least 150 GB per month.”
   “Monthly data: 10 GB Base Plan” is deleted.

6. In Clause 4.4 (b), “Feature of Auto Roll Over of Data is to be provided” is replace by-
   “Feature of Auto Roll Over of Data is to be provided up to 200 GB in all three plans mentioned at clause 4.2”

7. In Clause 4.4 (d), “The successful bidder shall be required to port the existing CUG numbers at the discretion of JMRC.” is replace by-
   “The successful bidder shall be required to port the existing CUG numbers as per the MNP guidelines at the discretion of JMRC.”

These clarification/amendments shall be integral part of above referred RFP document. The bidders are required to submit a signed copy of this amendment letter along with the technical bid as token of acceptance.

All other terms and conditions of the RFP shall remain unchanged.

(Neeraj Naruka)
Executive Director (Corp. Affairs)